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**Résumé de l'article**

The Cedar Project is an interdisciplinary, community-driven research project responding to the crises of HIV and Hepatitis C infection and contributing to the healing of young Indigenous people who use or have used drugs. We are a collective membership of Indigenous Elders, health/social service experts, researchers, and non-Indigenous allies. We situate our work in the context of strength, resilience, and rights to self-determination for Indigenous peoples while also acknowledging the ongoing impacts of historical, intergenerational, and current trauma, specifically those related to the child welfare systems. We provide epidemiological and qualitative evidence that reflects Indigenous perspectives of health and wellness. In this paper, we highlight over seventeen years of shared learnings on conducting research with Indigenous communities in a good way. Specifically, we elaborate on four key components of our unique project. First, our paradigm is to build on young Indigenous people's strengths while acknowledging grief and historical trauma. We recognize that Cedar participants are not statistics—they are relatives of Indigenous partners governing this study. Second, our processes are determined by Indigenous governance, led by Elders and rooted in cultural safety. Third, our research ethics are determined by terms of reference created by the Cedar Project Partnership and by embracing guidelines of TCPS and community-based research. Fourth, we are informed by multiple perspectives and research relationships between Elders, partners, students, academics, and research staff. Sharing our learnings with the larger research community can contribute to decolonizing research spaces by centering Indigenous knowledges and privileging Indigenous voice.
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**Introduction**

"In a good way" is a teaching shared by Elder Earl Henderson (Cree, Métis). It refers to incorporating traditional teachings in our lives and carrying ourselves with honesty, humility, truth, love, compassion, respect, honour, and forgiveness.

Cedar Project (Cedar) is an interdisciplinary research project responding to the crises of HIV and Hepatitis C (HCV) infection and contributing to health and healing among young Indigenous people who use or have used drugs. We are a community-driven cohort involving eight hundred participants in Vancouver and Prince George, on the traditional territories of the Coast Salish and Lheidli T’enneh peoples. We recognize the strength, resilience, and rights to self-determination of Indigenous peoples since time immemorial (recognized by British Columbia law in 2019 with Bill 41 – Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act, s.2 and s.3) while acknowledging the ongoing impacts of historical and intergenerational trauma. Since inception in 2003, we have received continuous funding from the Canadian Institute of Health Research (CIHR).

At Cedar’s initiation, which pre-dates the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), we recognized that the creation of a culturally safe research process, governed by an Indigenous advisory group, was necessary to ensure that the work was impactful and relevant to communities. Approached in this way, research can be empowering, healing, and self-determining. Indigenous Elders and leaders, collectively known as the Cedar Project Partnership, have governed the research process. This long-standing and dynamic partnership is situated within an Indigenous-led governance model that provides protection, leadership, and support and that ensures self-determining ethical principles and Indigenous knowledges are upheld and respected. The Partnership is a governance body presiding over the study. It includes three Elders—Violet Bozoki (Lheidli T’enneh), Earl Henderson (Cree, Métis), and Lou Demerais (Cree, Métis)—and leadership from Carrier Sekani Family Services (CSFS); Positive Living North (PLN); Central Interior Native Health Society (CINHS); Prince George Native Friendship Centre (PGNFC); Splits’in Secwepemc Nation; Canadian Aboriginal AIDS Network (CAAN); Vancouver Native Health Society (VNHS); All Nations Hope (ANH); and Katharina Patterson (Nil Tu,O on Vancouver Island). Previous members also included Healing Our Spirit and the HIV Red Road Network, organizations that are now closed due to lack of HIV research funding. The researchers provide epidemiological and qualitative evidence that reflects Indigenous perspectives of health and wellness and is used by Cedar partners for advocating for the young people in their communities and Nations. This study has contributed to dialogue, service provisions, policy, education, and research standards related to Indigenous health in British Columbia.

In this paper, we highlight over seventeen years of shared learnings on conducting research with Indigenous communities in a good way. Specifically, we elaborate on four key components of our unique project. First, our paradigm is to build on young Indigenous people’s strengths while acknowledging grief and historical trauma. Our research with urban young Indigenous people on resilience, HIV- and HCV-related vulnerabilities, and experiences with structural risks such as systemic racism and over-policing is situated within the context of the ongoing impacts of colonial genocide. Second, our processes are determined by Indigenous governance (the Cedar Project Partnership, led by Elders) and rooted in cultural safety, extensive knowledge translation, and community engagement. We reflect on how Indigenous governance is a key aspect of our research practice and its impact on our methodologies. Third, our research ethics are determined by the terms of reference set out by our governance body (the Cedar Project Partnership), by embracing the guidelines of the Tri-Council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans (TCPS), Chapter 9, and through community-based research. We discuss the importance of Indigenous
oversight over the research process in academic institutions designed to undermine Indigenous authority. Finally, we are informed by multiple perspectives and research relationships between Elders, partners, students, academics, and research staff, but Indigenous voice is privileged. These perspectives are woven throughout the paper to illustrate critical aspects of our paradigm and processes.

Paradigm
This whole process is about worldview. What we are doing is, we have two worldviews—Indigenous and Euro-centric—walking alongside each other, not dominating one another. This process has really brought out—the numbers are not numbers, they are our relations. It’s the human context, that’s what happened over the fifteen years, worldview has intersected with the academic world. Bringing that worldview to light, and helping open up that dialogue, you can call it reconciliation, but ideally building that foundation is how we need to move forward. Think of all the students associated with Cedar, how we changed their mindsets, and their paradigms, so they are not just talking about the medicine, it’s all about relationships. People don’t develop those relationships with us on equal footing. It’s enough of that. That’s what this partnership is about. (Kukpi7 Wayne Christian, Secwepemc Nation, Partnership member, Co-PI, Cedar Partnership 2018a)

History and Research Lens
Cedar governance was established to oversee community-driven research on the disproportionate impacts of HIV/AIDS and HCV epidemics among Indigenous people in British Columbia. In 2003, Indigenous leaders in Vancouver and Prince George, British Columbia, invited researchers to address historical and ongoing impacts of settler colonial trauma that young Indigenous people were experiencing. At the time, questions arose as to whether there was a simmering epidemic of HIV among young Indigenous people in the North. HIV/AIDS service organizations in Prince George were concerned about the disproportionate number of Indigenous clients at the needle exchange, inadequate access to injection equipment on reserve, the over-representation of young Indigenous women in survival sex work, and violence against Indigenous women, as evidenced by the Highway of Tears and the Pickton farm killings (Oppal 2012). Despite research emerging from Vancouver at the time, few studies offered perspectives on the experiences and challenges of young Indigenous people who faced immense structural risks, including HIV-related vulnerability, over-policing, and systemic racism, in Northern British Columbia (Fournier and Crey 1997; Craib et al. 2003; Capostinsky 2007). The researchers were directed to provide a critical evidence base for what Indigenous peoples already knew. This project was designed to provide Indigenous leaders and investigators with the epidemiological evidence necessary to lobby on behalf of their communities and Nations for increased prevention/care resources. Our governance model was established prior to responding to CIHR calls for funding.

Under the direction of the Cedar Project Partnership, we adopted the research lens that young Indigenous people use drugs as stress-coping because they are in pain, and HIV-related vulnerability must begin with a consideration of the historical legacy of colonization, including forced removal from traditional lands, cultural genocide, and the history of the residential school system and the child welfare system (Walter and Simoni 2002; For the Cedar Project Partnership 2008). For over a century, the central goals of Canada’s Indigenous policy have been to eliminate Indigenous governments; ignore Indigenous rights; terminate the Treaties; and, through a process of assimilation, cause Indigenous peoples to cease to exist as distinct legal, social, cultural, religious, and racial entities in Canada (Institute on Governance 1997; Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada 2015). Cedar governance was established to oversee community-driven research on the disproportionate impacts of HIV/AIDS and HCV epidemics among Indigenous people in British Columbia. In 2003, Indigenous leaders in Vancouver and Prince George, British Columbia, invited researchers to address historical and ongoing impacts of settler colonial trauma that young Indigenous people were experiencing. At the time, questions arose as to whether there was a simmering epidemic of HIV among young Indigenous people in the North. HIV/AIDS service organizations in Prince George were concerned about the disproportionate number of Indigenous clients at the needle exchange, inadequate access to injection equipment on reserve, the over-representation of young Indigenous women in survival sex work, and violence against Indigenous women, as evidenced by the Highway of Tears and the Pickton farm killings (Oppal 2012). Despite research emerging from Vancouver at the time, few studies offered perspectives on the experiences and challenges of young Indigenous people who faced immense structural risks, including HIV-related vulnerability, over-policing, and systemic racism, in Northern British Columbia (Fournier and Crey 1997; Craib et al. 2003; Capostinsky 2007). The researchers were directed to provide a critical evidence base for what Indigenous peoples already knew. This project was designed to provide Indigenous leaders and investigators with the epidemiological evidence necessary to lobby on behalf of their communities and Nations for increased prevention/care resources. Our governance model was established prior to responding to CIHR calls for funding.

Under the direction of the Cedar Project Partnership, we adopted the research lens that young Indigenous people use drugs as stress-coping because they are in pain, and HIV-related vulnerability must begin with a consideration of the historical legacy of colonization, including forced removal from traditional lands, cultural genocide, and the history of the residential school system and the child welfare system (Walter and Simoni 2002; For the Cedar Project Partnership 2008). For over a century, the central goals of Canada’s Indigenous policy have been to eliminate Indigenous governments; ignore Indigenous rights; terminate the Treaties; and, through a process of assimilation, cause Indigenous peoples to cease to exist as distinct legal, social, cultural, religious, and racial entities in Canada (Institute on Governance 1997; Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada 2015).

Cedar participants have navigated the straining impacts of these oppressive systems throughout their lives. At inception, Cedar governance tasked the researchers to address the impacts of sexual abuse and foster care. They instructed the researchers to include questions on residential schools, separation from biological parents, and childhood sexual abuse in our questionnaires. Under their leadership, Cedar was able to provide staggering results. We found that nearly half of our participants reported sexual abuse that was associated with having a parent who attended residential school, foster care, or HIV infection (For the Cedar Project Partnership 2008). Chief Christian (Secwepemc Nation), co-principal investigator of Cedar, describes this process:

As a governing partnership, we directed the researchers to look at prevalence of sexual abuse among our young people, as well as relationships between residential schools and the current child welfare system—that we already knew, but the research made that academic connection. One of the most troubling findings for me, as a father and grandfather, is that the average age of first experience of sexual abuse was six years old. Some children are being hurt in this way before they can even speak. I myself am a survivor of the foster care system and of sexual abuse. I know the pain of these young people. We took this data and are using it to advocate for our young people. (Christian 2013)
Another early study from Cedar (Craib et al. 2009) examined the impact of HCV on young Indigenous people who use drugs. We found an alarmingly high prevalence of HCV, and due to the foresight of our Elders and the Partnership, we were the first study, to our knowledge, to reveal a statistical connection between residential schooling of parents and the rates of HCV in their children. Over time, our findings continued to affirm what Indigenous communities already knew—that intergenerational trauma exacerbates risk for HIV, illness, and death (Christian and Spittal 2008). Cedar research has affirmed that young Indigenous people who use(d) drugs are disproportionately impacted by HIV/AIDS, HCV, survival sex work, sexual assault, and ongoing violence and discrimination from the Canadian state, especially the current child welfare system, which impacts their self-determination and resilience (Spittal et al. 2007; For the Cedar Project Partnership 2008; Mehrabadi et al. 2008; Moniruzzaman et al. 2009; Spittal et al. 2012; Pan et al. 2013; For the Cedar Project Partnership 2015; Pearce et al. 2015a; Pearce et al. 2015b). Recently, we released findings demonstrating that young Indigenous people who use drugs in British Columbia are dying at a rate nearly thirteen times Canadians their age, and we identified concerning associations between death and HCV, having previously attempted suicide, and recent non-fatal overdose (Jongbloed et al. 2017).

As these sobering results started to emerge in the early years, Cedar governance then directed the researchers to shift discourse from the stress-coping paradigm towards strengths-based research affirming links between health and wellness, cultural connection, and resilience (Tousignant and Sioui 2009; Chandler and Lalonde 1998). As Mary Teegee (Gitk’san and Carrier, Takla Lake), a Cedar Project partner from Carrier Sekani Family Services explained, “We directed the scientists to look at the traumas, but also the resilience, because we are here, we exist, even after 500 years of colonization” (Caron et al. 2016). Cedar Project partner Sherri Pooyak (Cree), Community-Based Research Manager at the Aboriginal HIV/AIDS Community-Based Research Collaborative Centre (AHA Centre), further explained the importance of researching sources of strength, resilience, and connection to Indigenous cultures:

So much of what is written about Indigenous people comes from a very deficit model . . . you read anything about us, and we’re always the “highest” whether that’s HIV, HCV, diabetes, arthritis, or cancer. It’s really important for me that we look at all the other strengths, especially with our participants. We really need to focus on these strengths, the way participants have been able to survive themselves. (Cedar Project Partnership 2018b)

In 2011, study Elders developed questions related to cultural connection, including language, ceremony, and traditional foods. Cedar Project Coordinator Vicky Thomas (Wuikinuxv Nation) describes the impact of asking strengths-based questions from an Indigenous perspective:

Having the cultural questions allows us to look at resilience and strength not just in a Western way, but in an Indigenous way. We know that our wellness and social determinants of health come from our identities, our families, our cultures, our languages, and our land. So, having these questions is just as—if not more—important than asking about resilience from a more Western perspective. (Cedar Project Partnership 2018b)

These questions, combined with a resilience questionnaire, were used to statistically demonstrate what Indigenous people have known for centuries: speaking traditional languages and participating in ceremonies is associated with higher resilience, regardless of abuse experiences (Pearce et al. 2015a). This approach aligns with the Indigenous worldview, as highlighted by the First Nations Health Authority (FNHA), that focusing on strengths-based indicators and wellness can lead to improved healthcare and health outcomes for Indigenous peoples (First Nations Health Authority 2014). Subsequently, this landmark paper was integrated into curricula at British Columbia universities to facilitate decolonizing learning for trainee health professionals/researchers to move beyond a deficit-based understanding of Indigenous health.

**Terms of Reference**

Underpinning this work are the terms of reference established by the Cedar Project Partnership. As Cedar participants represent many of the diverse Indigenous communities and Nations across British Columbia and Canada, the cedar tree—the tree of life—was identified as a powerful metaphor for healing and wellness because it looks at a person’s wholistic way of being. The Cedar Project Partnership Terms of Reference were built on this metaphor of the cedar tree and include four key components: the roots, the trunk, the branches, and the foliage. This project is based on sincere and transparent communication between the Cedar Project Partnership members and researchers. Researchers must abide by the Cedar Project
Terms of Reference (Figure 1) in all phases of the research, as part of their commitment to reciprocal accountability.

**Roots (Spirit, Elders):** The roots are the oldest part of the tree, and they signify the Elders guiding the Cedar Project. The roots hold the knowledge and provide nourishment to the rest of the tree. The Elders are the knowledge keepers and provide guidance and wisdom to the rest of the community. Cedar governance uses the guiding principles of Elders, ancestors, and traditional teachings when we meet. The spirit of Indigenous peoples is the core of what guides the Partnership in the decisions that are made. Although we have many different Nations represented in our governance, there are common themes that have been handed down from our Elders—the Partnership ensures that these teachings are listened to and used in this work. These include truth, honesty, humility, discipline, love, honour, respect, patience, thankfulness, obedience, happiness, and hope. Elders’ teachings and guidance are incorporated throughout the research process, from developing new research questions to communicating findings back to the community and the general public. For example, all Partnership meetings start and end with prayer. Everyone is encouraged to pray in their own language, and smudge is offered for those interested at the beginning of each meeting. Partnership meetings always include Elders—they are the carriers of history and knowledge, and they bring wisdom and teachings that need to be followed. Elders are our strength and we ask for their guidance when making any decisions.

**Trunk (Physical, Youth):** The trunk represents the young people, the core focus of this project, anchored by the roots/Elders and surrounded by branches/adults. The physical aspect represents the strength and ability of the young people. The Cedar Project Partnership is a community standing together, protecting and guiding one another. This collective is cognizant that the work is being done with young Indigenous people who are speaking about their pain. We prioritize listening to the voices and stories of young Indigenous people.

**Branches (Mental, Adults):** The adults are the branches, surrounding the trunk/youth. The mental aspect represents the adults’ responsibility to protect and shield the youth and the children by creating a positive environment for them. As adults and leaders of their communities, we have the responsibility of ensuring that the voices of our most vulnerable community members are heard. We have a responsibility to ensure that our communities are no longer being colonized. Systems such as healthcare, child welfare, education, the justice system, and housing should meet the needs of young Indigenous people and the community as whole, and these systems must treat Indigenous communities with dignity and respect. We are committed to providing epidemiological evidence to show how settler colonial systems create risk for young Indigenous people through the impacts of intergenerational trauma, while also centering their resilience. The Partnership uses this evidence to advocate for the young people in their communities.


**Foliage (Emotions, Children):** The children represent the little buds on the branches, filled with life and emotions. All aspects of the tree are responsible for nurturing and nourishing the foliage. This research project, guided by the Elders, is conducted by Indigenous leaders and community members to support their young people, with the vision of a healthier community and future for Indigenous children.

**Process**

The Cedar Project Partnership is led by Elders; provides governance, leadership, and support for the study; and makes sure that the collective follows decolonizing principles of Indigenous research standards. This includes centering Indigenous knowledges and epistemologies while working within the parameters of a Western academic institution, approaching research as ceremony, establishing relational accountability to ensure that the work is done in service for Indigenous communities, and leaning into Indigenous methodologies such as storytelling and sharing circles in tandem with epidemiological methods (Smith 1999; Wilson 2008; Kovach 2009).

The Partnership surrounds the study (Figure 2). Cedar Project governance upholds the voices of young Indigenous people by surrounding them in a circle of care. Participants are supported by research staff who conduct the study and have long-standing relationships with them. As Elder Violet Bozoki (Lheidli T’enneh) describes, “They are the ones going through the grief with the participants. They know their story. They love them” (Violet Bozoki, personal communication to Richa Sharma and Vicky Thomas, June 23, 2020). Cedar staff are surrounded by the Partnership, who lead the study to make sure that the work is done in a good way, including oversight of the researchers and data management, which is all based at BC Children’s Hospital Research Institute in Vancouver. As Cedar Project Coordinator Vicky Thomas (Wuikinuxv Nation) describes, “The Partnership wraps us in their care and love to make sure that we can do this work in a good way. They are there to hold us true to Indigenous accountability” (Cedar Project Partnership 2018b).

![Figure 2: Cedar Project Governance model. Image reproduced with permission of Cedar Project Partnership.](image-url)
The Partnership determines the research priorities, defines research questions, and identifies critical areas of analysis. Partners review study protocols, provide guidance on design, and assure ethical standards are met. They determine the interpretation of results and develop recommendations rooted in the belief that connection to culture, ceremonies, traditions, and languages is critical to Indigenous people’s healing and wellness journeys. All efforts are made to incorporate and address local concerns, wisdom, and recommendations at each step of the project. Throughout, the researchers participate in community meetings to discuss the results of the analysis with the Cedar Project Partnership members. Partners are identified as co-authors on all Cedar publications and often co-present at conferences. Importantly, the Partnership controls all communication and media strategies (Figure 3). Decisions are based on consensus and Indigenous voices are privileged.

As Dr. Patricia Spittal, principal investigator of Cedar, has described the role of Cedar governance:

We get a directive. It’s governance, and I do what they say. They are our oversight. Indigenous voice is privileged—that’s really important. Non-Indigenous voices don’t get the final say. Our Elders have mentored me. When I screw up, I am held accountable, and I am mentored through it. This has been critically important because we work within such systemically racist environments in university and healthcare. I am still learning, and I am still being mentored by them. (Patricia Spittal, personal communication to Richa Sharma, January 30, 2019)

An example of how Cedar governance directs process is when Dr. Spittal was tasked to approach the Vancouver Police Department and RCMP to discuss contentious Cedar findings highlighting sexual assault by police officers prior to the release of the study (Pan et al. 2013).

Built within this organizational infrastructure are four key features largely responsible for ensuring a successful governance model: inclusion of Elders; cultural safety; knowledge translation (including community dissemination, media relations, and evidence-based advocacy); and the student mentorship program.

Figure 3: Cedar Project Partnership (from top left to bottom right): Elder Earl Henderson, Patricia Spittal (UBC), Elder Lou Demerais, Kate Jongbloed (UBC), Sandy Lambert (Red Road), Preston Guo (CSFS), Marilyn Janzen (CSFS), Vicky Thomas, Elder Violet Bozoki, Sherri Pooyak (CAAN), Janet Gardiner (CIHNS). Photo reproduced with permission of Cedar Project Partnership.
The Elders

Elders have taught us that research in Indigenous communities must be grounded in Indigenous worldview, ways of life, and ceremony. Doing research “in a good way” means that research is conducted respectfully and benefits the community as a whole. There is an understanding that research relationships take time and there is an accountability to the greater Indigenous community about the research that is undertaken (AHA Centre 2018).

A key foundation of this relationship is the recognition that culture and traditions are passed on by Cedar Project Elders and knowledge keepers Earl Henderson (Cree, Métis), Violet Bozoki (Lheidli T’enneh), and Lou Demerais (Cree, Métis). They guide us in being accountable to participants by prioritizing their safety and well-being, asking good questions, honouring their voices, and effecting change. They share their teachings on reciprocity with the research staff and other partners as guidance for how to work with Indigenous peoples. Elder Earl Henderson (Cree, Métis), adjunct professor at UNBC, reflects that Cedar’s strength is in the relationships between the participants, partners, Elders, staff, students, and academics:

My take on why Cedar has been able to continue for so long is that it’s running culturally and traditionally. If there is an issue around a certain protocol, how to culturally handle something, then Violet or I provide a teaching, and help to sort it out. Cedar is committed to that process. Part of this is that we as Elders need to walk our talk. We have to lead by example, or else the youth we are working with won’t respect us.

Before any of the work happened, the staff established relationships with the participants. They got to know them. There’s a perspective in academia that doing that introduces bias, but really, if you know the person, you know the right questions to ask. Without the trust, there would be no research. (Cedar Project Partnership 2018b)

Cedar has embraced the concept of relational accountability, with a methodology rooted in a community context and in demonstrating respect, reciprocity, and responsibility as ways to be accountable to Indigenous authority and oversight over the research process (Wilson 2008). This is how Cedar does research in a good way. We ensure that Elders are respected and heard and that their knowledge guides us in carrying out the research.

Cultural Safety

The Cedar Project Partnership shapes how the researchers and staff negotiate cultural safety in protecting participants. Cedar staff work hard to ensure that our research offices are culturally safe, welcoming spaces, where Indigenous identities are honoured and young people’s voices are heard and respected. Cedar protocols for cultural safety are rooted in acknowledging the central role of spirit to Indigenous identity and the importance of connection to land and culture. The staff strive to earn the trust of the participants and to assure them that they will not be harmed or judged. Humility, understanding why people use drugs, and the role of substance use in supporting resilience of young Indigenous people help facilitate building long-lasting relationships between staff and participants. In addition, Cedar staff provide resource support for food security and housing.

Ensuring participant confidentiality is critical to maintaining relationships with participants rooted in trust. Given that Cedar Project participants often have stigmatized experiences involving homelessness, illicit substance use, sexual exploitation, and survival sex work, many have had traumatic experiences with the police and experienced systemic discrimination within the healthcare system (Pan et al. 2013; Turpel-Lafond 2020). In order to provide an added layer of protection for Cedar participants, our offices are police-free zones. Research staff are trained to ensure that if police arrive at our office doors, they are to be escorted off property, and the staff will talk with them on the streets where everybody can hear them. We also have an extensive consenting process with participants where the research staff inform them of their rights throughout the research process, including refusal to answer questions, and the circumstances around which confidentiality may be breached. This holds tremendous importance for the participants, as they are trusting the research staff with difficult stories and life experiences.

Cedar Project Coordinator Vicky Thomas (Wuikinuxv Nation) often talks about the difference between Western ethics and “NDN Ethics.” The former strive to ensure the safety of participants in research, to ensure that work is done ethically and meets industry standards of care, and to ensure that no litigious action can be taken. In contrast, “NDN Ethics” strive to ensure not only the safety of the participants in research but also the accountability of the research to Indigenous communities, embodying relational accountability (Wilson 2008). As she describes,
To make Cedar a culturally safe place for participants, I go on the teachings of my mom, my aunties, and other influential women in my life. You have to think of the office as a home, and think about what you would do to welcome someone into your home. We do things like have food, and it’s ok for people to sleep away a shift on the couch, take a sponge bath in the bathroom, or make calls to family. (Cedar Project Partnership 2018b)

Embracing the epistemology of research as ceremony, the research is grounded in Indigenous worldviews and ways of life (Wilson 2008; Pooyak 2020). Cedar Project Elder Lou Demerais (Cree, Métis), founding Executive Director of Vancouver Native Health Society, explains the role of food and ceremony in the research process:

Food has always been central to everyone’s cultures, no matter where they are. A meal automatically pulls people together. There’s kind of an expectation that if you’re feeding one another, you’re doing good things for each other.

Ceremony is also important, including in research. There’s a process of trying to reintroduce of what’s been either lost, or perhaps temporarily forgotten, especially for those who might have been disconnected from their roots. In trying to fill the void that was left by the impacts of colonization, the idea, in my mind, is trying to get back as close as we can to our cultures, to some of the best parts, without overdoing it. What it boils down to is that our cultures represent the values of our folks. That underpins everything. (Cedar Project Partnership 2018b)

Honouring participants’ voices is rooted in culture and ceremony and yearly gatherings with traditional foods, enabling us to maintain connections with participants over seventeen years. About three times per year, we offer traditional foods such as salmon or moose stew. Cedar partners often provide access to traditional foods, medicines (sage, cedar), gifts (blankets, bags), and ceremonies (feasts, memorials) for participants. We also hold yearly memorials with feast and ceremony to honour participants who have passed (Figure 4).

**Knowledge Translation**

Cedar governance recognizes that developing culturally safe interventions and knowledge translation materials that address the complexity of HIV and HCV vulnerability among young Indigenous people requires multidisciplinary contributions within an environment that supports safe, constructive, and meaningful dialogue. Extensive knowledge translation and community engagement is a hallmark of the Cedar Project Partnership.

![Figure 4: Honouring Cedar Project participants who have passed, Cedar Project Prince George office. Photo reproduced with permission of Cedar Project Partnership.](image-url)
a. Community Dissemination

Ceremony is an important part of Cedar’s knowledge translation process. For example, in 2013 we received CIHR funding to hold a Learning Potlatch on Lheidli T’enneh territory (Figure 5). Elder Violet Bozoki (Lheidli T’enneh) guided us in the protocols of the Cedar potlatch because it was held on her territory. We hosted over two hundred attendees, including Cedar staff and partners, participants and their families, and community members. It was an opportunity for Cedar participants, many of whom have experienced family disconnections through child apprehension and having parents who attended residential school, to participate in culture and ceremony. We honoured our partners and participants with gifts, including blankets and dry goods. Through the potlatch, non-Indigenous Cedar researchers and staff witnessed the powerful impact of ceremony in the knowledge translation process. As Vicky Thomas (Wuikinuxv Nation) notes,

> Our people don’t end up on the street, don’t end up in addiction, unless there’s quite a bit of trauma in their background. Knowing that that was the bulk of the information we were going to be sharing, it was important to bring our sexual abuse findings back to our participants, their families, and their communities in a safe way. In a way that would honour them, that wouldn’t place blame or shame, that celebrated their truth—and the best way to do that is through ceremony. (Cedar Project Partnership 2018b)

In addition, with support from CIHR Meetings, Planning and Dissemination Grants, we held a series of meetings to reflect upon what it means to have cultural safety when talking about HIV vulnerability; to disseminate Cedar results related to strengths-based culturally safe case management and mortality at the community level; to discuss barriers to harm reduction in rural and remote settings; and to facilitate communication between Elders and HIV-positive young people in Cedar about traditional sources of strength to support wellness. These meetings were held in ceremony, opened with a prayer and drumming led by an Elder, and included a meal with traditional foods.

b. Media Relations

Cedar governance is the face and voice of Cedar research. Cedar Project Partnership governs us through all knowledge translation, including print, TV, and radio press. The Partnership determines release of findings to the media, emphasizing community relevance, reciprocal responsibility, and privileging Indigenous

---

Figure 5: Cedar Project Potlatch, 2013. Photo reproduced with permission of Cedar Project Partnership.
voices. It controls all communication and media strategies and determines how this research is presented to the communities and the public. It decides when the Project will go to the press, what the key messages will be, and who the spokespeople will be. The process involves 1) meeting to review findings/interpretation, make decisions regarding embargo/release, and agree on spokespeople; 2) working with UBC/BCCHRI communications on release; and 3) agreeing on messaging. Indigenous partners are always quoted and communications staff send any press to Indigenous partners first, who lead the dialogue on the meaning of the evidence. These practices and approaches are undertaken to ensure that difficult findings are released in a safe way, honouring the participants’ voices and lived experiences.

For example, the governance met at least four times over a period of one year to get the results of our seminal 2008 paper (For the Cedar Project Partnership) appropriately interpreted and strategized for release to the press without blame, shame, and judgement. This process is not an exception; it is the norm. All our publications go through this journey. In 2017, we released a paper (Jongbloed et al.) demonstrating that young Indigenous people who use drugs in British Columbia are dying at an alarming rate, with concerning associations between death and HCV, suicide attempt, and recent non-fatal overdose. Chief Wayne Christian (Splits’in te Secwepemc) and Mary Teegee (Gitk’san and Carrier, Takla Lake) were interviewed for national radio and print/online press to discuss these difficult results (Bains 2017; Bellrichard 2017).

c. Evidence-Based Advocacy

Over the past seventeen years, Cedar has provided a critical evidence base to lead dialogue related to crises of sexual abuse, child apprehension, and HIV and HCV in Indigenous communities. The Partnership has used this evidence to advocate for their young people. For example, findings that highlighted worrying HIV/HCV prevalence in the North (Spittal et al. 2007) prompted a meeting with an unprecedented sixty of sixty-one Northern Chiefs, along with government representatives, and led to the establishment of the Northern Aboriginal HIV/AIDS Task Force and Prince George's first mobile harm reduction van.

Additionally, findings demonstrating the links between residential schools, childhood sexual abuse, and sexual assault (Pearce et al. 2015b) led to initial steps to create an Indigenous-led Child Advocacy Centre (CAC) in British Columbia, with Cedar providing scientific support. Cedar evidence was also presented to the RCMP, health directors, Chiefs/council, the Attorney General’s office, and Northern Health Authority in 2013. In 2014, Cedar’s coordinator and a participant presented the statistics at a meeting of First Nations leaders, emphasizing that intervention was urgently required. The next day, fifty-four Northern British Columbia Chiefs unanimously passed a resolution to support a CAC for young Indigenous people in British Columbia (Maki 2015). It will be the first in Canada.

Student Mentorship Program

The Cedar governance model includes mentoring Indigenous and non-Indigenous graduate students who work with the study to become ethical, culturally safe research scientists. Each student or trainee who works with Cedar is mentored closely by one of the Cedar Project Partnership members. This is part of our relational accountability (Wilson 2008). The Indigenous mentors provide oversight on each phase of study undertaken by the student, including ethics, data collection, interpretation, and reporting.

All graduate students receive training in the following core areas: Indigenous ways of knowing and doing; methodologies and research ethics and Tri-Council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans (TCPS), Chapter 9; relational accountability; community-based research methodologies (CBR); mixed-methods research and quantitative and qualitative data analysis; integrated knowledge translation; and responsible and accountable manuscript writing. Mentoring includes thinking “beyond the thesis,” career trajectory planning, conflict resolution, global and Indigenous health diplomacy, and the importance of self-care in trauma-informed research. The student must also adhere to the Student Ethical Conduct: Agreement for Conducting Research with the Cedar Project. This mentorship model offers reciprocal responsibility: students receive one-on-one guidance from an Indigenous expert, assuring that they receive cultural wisdom and support while also ensuring that the student’s contributions are meaningful for communities. As Elder Earl Henderson (Cree, Métis) states,

The other thing, too, is the relationship with the students. Violet and I mentor the students involved in Cedar to explain and help them understand what is culturally appropriate and why. Academics have to be humble and respectful—you can’t go in there like you know everything. The participants are the experts, you’re not. That’s why you’re there doing the research. (Cedar Project Partnership 2018b)

Cedar Project mentor Sherri Pooyak (Cree) has mentored several graduate students. She reflects on her experience as a mentor/Auntie to students:
I think with mentoring students, it is more than just sharing what you know in an academic sense about methodologies or that kind of thing. It’s more about supporting students to begin to get a sense of another worldview. It’s about coming to understanding of what we mean when we talk about relationship... an integrated worldview that includes how we understand the land, how we understand our environment, how we understand and interact with the spirits, how we interact with ceremony. I see my role as trying to help students learn about this so that when participants share their stories, I can give context and help interpret through this lens, and say, “You might want to frame it this way.”

The other part of mentoring that I didn’t expect is being a counsellor or confidant or Auntie—providing emotional support and guidance as students bear witness to very difficult stories related to participants’ traumatic experiences. I don’t think this is usually part of Western mentoring relationships. We care about the students, and so we want to see them be well, whether that’s them sharing their struggles or successes. We have a role to help students through that. (Cedar Project Partnership 2018b)

Kate Jongbloed, a non-Indigenous student, received mentorship through this program during her doctoral dissertation. She shares that

As a student, I’m accountable to the Partnership through an Indigenous mentor. My mentors from the Partnership—Lou and Sherri, and the rest of the partners as well—are very patient and generous teachers, helping me to learn about and value Indigenous worldviews and ways of doing. These are things that I do not get a chance to learn in the classroom and sometimes it feels like I am doing two parallel degrees because there is so much to learn. These experiential learning opportunities are critical for me to participate meaningfully in this work as a non-Indigenous student researcher. (Pooyak and Demerais 2019)

This mentorship provides a special opportunity to build long-lasting relationships between students and mentors that move beyond the trainees’ formal involvement with Cedar, a testament to the collective’s commitment to anchoring research and the learning process in relationships.

**Research Ethics and Urban Indigenous Peoples**

The Cedar Project Partnership recognizes that we work within settler colonial institutions that impede self-determination and Indigenous authority in research. However, our governance model is designed to ensure that Indigenous leadership can assert control over the research process. Indigenous governance of this research study is upheld through a research agreement and routine relational accountability (Wilson 2008). We continuously strive and fight to ensure that Indigenous autonomy and authority are not compromised. As a collective, we are committed to upholding Indigenous self-determination and governance while navigating barriers within a settler colonial institutional structure.

The research agreement between the Cedar research team and the Cedar Project Partnership is meant to ensure accountability and transparency at all levels in the research process. While our governance model pre-dates Chapter 9 of the Tri-Council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans (Research Involving the First Nations, Inuit and Métis Peoples of Canada), we have embraced their guidelines and incorporated them in our community-based research process (Government of Canada 2018). However, TCPS does not speak to ethical research practices involving Urban and non-Status Indigenous peoples. Given that Cedar participants come from diverse Indigenous communities, the Partnership upholds self-determination and decolonization practices by offering a research ethics framework acknowledging Urban Indigenous peoples’ lived reality. This approach aligns with the premise that TCPS is meant to serve as a model for ethical conduct in research involving Indigenous peoples—it is not meant to replace ethical guidance offered by Indigenous peoples themselves. Instead, it is a tool to ensure that research involving Indigenous peoples is built on respectful relationships (Government of Canada 2018).

Specifically, our governance ensures the following: that we incorporate an understanding of Indigenous ways of knowing throughout the research process; that the communities involved have jurisdiction over the conduct of the research; that the partners provide leadership, support, collaboration, and partnership; that the Project ensures confidentiality; and that the Partnership has intellectual property and ownership of knowledge. The governance ensures that the research team upholds respect of the rights of biological samples—they are on loan to researchers. Since the beginning of the project, we have centered Indigenous self-determination, control, voice, and sovereignty. As demonstrated above, our ethics are governed by our Elders, who share their wisdom and guide us.
Conclusion
In this paper, we shared how Indigenous governance in research is a powerful way to effect change in young Indigenous people's lives. Cedar's approach has made it possible for us to: 1) uphold Indigenous governance through seventeen years of committed relationships; 2) honour participants' voices through cultural safety; 3) integrate ceremony and Indigenous-led media relations in knowledge translation; 4) embark on intervention research rooted in Indigenous knowledges and values; 5) shift discourse towards strengths-based research affirming links between cultural connection and resilience; 6) provide a critical evidence base and lead dialogue related to crises of sexual abuse, the child welfare system, and HIV/HCV; and 7) shape learning opportunities in Indigenous health for Canadian health professionals and researchers in training. We hope that by sharing our approach with the larger research community we can contribute to doing research in a good way by centering Indigenous knowledges and privileging Indigenous voice.
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